1. For my name I utilized tip 7 by using Word Art. I altered my Word Art by using the Word Art Tools.
2. My family equation utilized tip 10
3. The Daisies utilized tip 2 by using Clip Art. I found the daisy on Office Online and inserted the picturing using tip 8.
4. I used tip 5 by taking a screen picture, inserting it into my collage, and cropping it.
5. The keyboard picture was from tip 2 using Office Online.
6. The baseball photo utilized tip 1 through Google images The photo is from dannonline.com.
8. The start utilized tip 6. I inserted an AutoShape and formatted the color and text.
9. The two pictures of the ocean I placed in using tip 2. I found them on Office Online and inserted them into the document.
10. The cross, utilized tip 1 by using Google Images. The image was found on myspace.com.
11. The family photos, starfish, and picture of Ben and myself were uploaded from my camera, therefore they utilized tip 9.
12. I used tip 3 by making a collage of images through grouping.
13. The apple was found using Google Images. I used tip 1 and it is found from bargainbabe.com.
14. The flute also utilized tip 1 through Google Images. The photo was found at freefoto.com.

I think I collage could be used in many ways as an assignment, but the first thing that came to mind was to use it as a “get to know you” type of assignment. Each student could create a collage, like we did, and present it to the class in order for everyone, including the teaching, to learn about each classmate/student. It is a great first assignment, I think.